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Abstract: In the late 1960s, the mass use of computers still seemed a thing of the
future. However, even though the number of computers actually available was
quite small, the pursuit of a technology-based society nourished visions of the com-
ing high relevance of computers. This chapter argues that such visions are not only
expressions of the desired future, but also entail defuturization. Defuturization is
proposed here as an analytical concept to describe how visions inform governing
strategies in the present, namely through a deliberate reduction in the openness of
the future. Therefore, the concept of defuturization is helpful for understanding
actors that attempt to define policies and support their implementation, such as
the OECD. Drawing on archival documents, books, and journal reports this chapter
not only outlines the early history of computer education in OECD member coun-
tries, but also analyzes how this intergovernmental organization shaped the dis-
course on technological innovation and social change at a time when computers
had not yet entered classrooms on a large scale.
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Introduction

Large segments of the population in Western European countries had limited phys-
ical access to computers in the late 1960s, but developments at that time were im-
portant in the formation of visions for the mass use of computers in public schools.
To support this assumption, this chapter shows that the gap between the actual
number of computers and the belief in their increasing relevance, underpinned
by projections of current trends into the future, fed expectations for the coming
computer age that were collectively shared. Such expectations mobilized and guid-
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ed the activities of researchers, innovators, corporations, politicians, and other
stakeholders.¹ Particularly powerful and widely accepted actors translated expect-
ations into policymaking, which is notably true for the Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD).

This intergovernmental organization was founded in 1961 (as the successor to
the OEEC) to represent and maintain the interest of its member countries, but was
also given the legitimacy to make its own decisions. The OECD works to stimulate
economic growth and raise living standards, and, to this end, provides expertise in
support of policy development and implementation. By advocating the idea of the
knowledge economy, the OECD gained significant influence in the field of educa-
tion.² As outlined in an earlier article, research on the potential of computers in
education was conducted under the auspices of the OECD from the late 1960s on-
wards, coordinated by its Centre for Educational Research and Innovation (CERI).³
This division sought to develop recommendations for best practices in computer
education, as well as to provide access to computers to a larger part of the school
population, and thus collected and communicated findings from experiments, eval-
uations, and descriptive reports. The following analysis seeks to discuss the central-
ity of visions to OECD’s governmentality by examining the impact of expectations
on this organization’s protocols. Archival materials of the OECD chronicle numer-
ous meetings from 1968 to 1973 that testify to grandiose claims about emerging
technologies and the optimism that computers will profoundly change education
within the next few years. This techno-optimistic imagination of the near future,
formulated as a prediction, is of interest here. Therefore, before moving to the re-
sults of the source study, a few remarks on the chapter’s theoretical contribution.

Media scholars reveal that we not only live with materially existing technolo-
gies, but also engage with fantasies of how speculative media will affect us in the
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future.⁴ Accordingly, this chapter aims to show that in the late 1960s, the anticipat-
ed growing importance of computing formed the basis for proposals to introduce
computers in education. By describing a past vision, the chapter addresses the
early phase of the computerization of schools and answers how initial ideas for
computer education have taken shape.

Visions have the power to shape policymaking; this chapter illustrates this
process by combining two heuristics: historical research shows that debates on
classroom technologies are often debates on a desired future, and technology
use is believed to be instrumental in building future worlds.⁵ In addition to the im-
pact of such imaginaries, solutionism represents a second well-studied topic. Sci-
ence and technology studies suggest that new technologies are not value-free but
promise improvements, and these promises foster the acceptance of technologies
in innovation-driven societies. Moreover, the computer industry often touts its
products as tools for solving complex social problems and praises them for increas-
ing economic productivity through more streamlined processes.⁶ I claim no origi-
nality in using “imaginaries” and “solutionism” as heuristics. My argument is
rather that progress-oriented visions that revolve around technologies, combined
with solutionism, impact decisions in the “now”. Normative projections of better
tomorrows create collective fictions that powerful actors use to intervene in de-
bates and policymaking in the present. In addition to tracing the origins of comput-
er education, this chapter therefore explores broader questions of “defuturiza-
tion”; or the “making present” of a desired future.

Defuturization forms a complementary figure to imaginaries. It can be under-
stood as a form of (wishful) thinking to tame the openness and uncontrollability of
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the future by imagining the desired future as the coming present; hence, defutu-
rization reduces complexity by deliberately excluding alternative future scenarios.
It projects the future as manageable, enacts options to achieve defined goals, helps
to coordinate actions, resources, and attention, and thereby supports planning as a
future-oriented practice. To this end, defuturization builds on the understanding of
temporality as linear and determinable by social actors, rather than temporality as
cyclical and unchangeable.

I claim that defuturization gained significant prominence in the planning eu-
phoria phase that characterized the 1960s, when planning was seen as a method to
achieve the best of all options. Historically, this period witnessed the optimism that
societies can shape their own future with the help of rational decisions and scien-
tific reasoning.⁷ The future was believed to be a predictable parameter and direct
consequence of informed decisions taken in the present – and this notion of antic-
ipatory governance became important to the OECD.⁸ However, decisions to achieve
future goals can only be made in the present or be postponed. This is where defu-
turization comes into play. Systems theorist Niklas Luhmann introduced this term
in 1976, thereby making a distinction between two modes of defuturization: the
utopian scheme serves as a guiding horizon and is thus to be understood as a pre-
sent future, while technologies are oriented on future presents.⁹

Technologies are tailored to expectations for (positive) change, which illus-
trates the dual dynamics between technology and the idea of progress. These
dual dynamics are mirrored in the way the advent of computers was seen in
the late 1960s, namely as an irreversible path leading to the future. The computer
developed into a key symbol of technology-based society and economic growth,
which are also two central rationalities embodied in the anticipatory governance
strategies of the OECD. Hence, I borrow Luhmann’s term “defuturization” to speak
about the vision of the computerized classroom as it was driven by the OECD from
1968 to 1973. Defuturized visions turn into present expectations. Consequently, “de-
futurization machines” are a touchstone here to illustrate how expectations for the
coming high relevance of computers informed debates of selected experts invited
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to meetings by the OECD’s CERI. The following four sections use archival docu-
ments (meeting and speech protocols, minutes, evaluations, descriptive statistics),
journal reports, and books to illustrate how attempts were made to plan for a fu-
ture that was believed to be highly computerized.

When “Command and Control” Entered the First
Classrooms
Visions usually imply statements of a preferable scenario. In the late 1960s, the vi-
sion of the OECD was that computers would become indispensable for future so-
cieties to thrive, which would require a better understanding of computers and
more programming skills in the broader population. This idea reflected promising
developments: the cost of leasing a computer for commercial use was falling, mini-
computers began to replace huge mainframes, and more and more companies
were able to purchase computers. Terminal systems now linked them via cables
to several teletypes for information exchange, and time-sharing was developed, al-
lowing easier access for parallel users. At that time, US American manufacturers
such as IBM had a virtual monopoly in the Western European computer market,
although several countries were revitalizing their domestic industries through gov-
ernment investment, notably France through its “Plan Calcul” launched in 1966.¹⁰
In education, the context was similar: at the end of 1966, there were 2300 comput-
ers in educational institutions in the United States and 700 in Europe. Two years
later, this gap had widened from 45,000 compared to 12,000. This development con-
cerned the OECD, a concern that not only stemmed from its history as a vehicle for
economic reconstruction in Europe, but was also to shape its strategies in comput-
er education in the years to come.¹¹

Journal reports indicate that computer education was first promoted by pro-
fessional associations to meet the shortage of programmers and data analysts in
the private industry. It then expanded to include study programs at universities
and was only later considered an important subject matter in secondary education.
Entrepreneurs believed that the demand for computer skills would increase along
with the number of new commercial applications. By the late 1960s, general edu-
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cation was seen as instrumental in the successful development of more skills,
whereas in the previous two decades only research institutes, the military, govern-
ment agencies, and a few businesses had required their employees to be trained in
computing. Economic planning underpinned the argument that it was necessary to
impart knowledge about computers to the young generation.¹² The historical data
that exist are hard to interpret, but examples help to comprehend some important
changes. Statistics from the United States suggest that in 1970, thirty percent of sec-
ondary schools had access to computers for administrative work and thirteen per-

Fig. 1: Trend in the number of computers in the United States since 1948 and forecast for 1975. The
graph depicts the tremendous growth of the number of computers and investments made in the
1960s (source OECD-A, Reel 1969-OCDE_0442, CERI/CT/69.02)
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Computers and Automation, March (1969), 13.
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cent reported having already used computers in teaching. Five years later, the num-
ber had risen to nearly sixty percent. Although computers were still more likely to
be used in administration than in the classroom, and computers were hardly part
of everyday school life, their availability was increasing substantially. This increase
fueled optimism about the future of educational technology in the United States,
and this optimism spilled over into Europe, in part with the support of the OECD.¹³

The understanding of computer education as it was incorporated into policy
development of the OECD encompassed two ideas that connected the present
and the future: learning to use a computer should prepare students for the antici-
pated changes that would impact their future professional lives. Moreover, the
computer itself was thought to be the perfect medium for developing instructional
techniques, as well as for better learning in mathematics, languages, and science in
the now.

The normative notion of the computer as a better learning tool benefited the
further development of computer-assisted instruction (CAI), which had grown out
of the work of the Electric Typewriter Division at the IBM Research Center in col-
laboration with Harvard behaviorist psychologist B.F. Skinner. Programmed in-
struction, as it had been popularized in the years before, was integrated into a
younger medium when, in 1959, researchers recognized that the computer offered
advantages over analog teaching machines and programmed books because they
believed computers processed information more quickly and were thus better
able to adapt to individual proficiency levels.¹⁴ This continuity in the conception
of educational technologies illustrates that computers did not bring any disruptive
innovation. They required a clear line of “command and control” rather than
being a user-friendly communication medium. In other words, when the first ini-
tiatives for computer education in secondary schools were taken, advanced pro-
gramming skills were still essential in order to make full use of the computer.

Terminal computers served as prototypes for computer-assisted instruction
because they could provide distributed access to a single computer that collected
data from students and set them individualized learning tasks. In the 1960s, sever-
al research projects were undertaken in parallel: Control Data Corporation sup-
ported the installation of a tutorial system called PLATO (programmed logic for au-
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tomatic teaching operations) at the University of Illinois. TICCIT (time-shared, in-
teractive, computer-controlled information television) was a tutorial system creat-
ed at the University of Texas with the support of the federally funded Mitre Cor-
poration. A third important development took place at Stanford, where
researchers designed the IBM 1500 computer and the programming language
COURSEWRITER, made specifically for computer-assisted instruction in mathemat-
ics and reading.¹⁵ Comparable to the American tutorial systems was SOCRATES
(System for Organizing Content to Review and Teach Educational Subjects), de-
signed by the British cybernetician Gordon Pask.¹⁶ While the experts who met
at OECD’s CERI to discuss further steps to promote computer education frequently
referred to the North American innovations, the British SOCRATES had no impact
on their strategies. Those who relied on the projects in the United States exempli-
fied this nation’s hegemonic position in the transnational dissemination of ideas
catalyzed by the OECD.

Western Europe was found to be lagging in pedagogical use of mass media,
echoing both the competitive rhetoric in OECD protocols and the power asymmetry
between CAI developers from different OECD member countries, which at the time
included several European countries, Japan, Canada, and the United States. In 1969,
the “working party on the use of computers in higher education” of CERI proposed
the establishment of a network of individuals to collect and disseminate informa-
tion and to coordinate the exchange of researchers, with the United States seen as
the most advanced nation in computer education. The perception of a “digital gap”
between different OECD member countries, both in terms of the number of com-
puters and in terms of adequate instruction, persisted for several years, even if de-
velopment projects in computer-assisted instruction were carried out at several
places.¹⁷ In Belgium, for instance, two projects had been launched. One of them
linked the computer to a keyboard, projector, and slides. The addition of sound
was considered. One of the three projects in France involved an IBM computer
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with twenty terminals, operational from 1965. In Japan, a study of the effects of
different programming techniques on creativity was conducted in 1969, linking a
HITAC 10 minicomputer to two audiovisual terminals, each equipped with a type-
writer and a cathode ray screen or a slide projector. In the Federal Republic of Ger-
many, research was funded to create computer-assisted instruction using a Tele-
funken computer linked to four terminals consisting of typewriters and a
cathode ray screen. In the Netherlands, a group of projects was carried out in
two cities, and in the United Kingdom, four pioneering projects were launched
that combined minicomputers, additional memory, and controllers; respectively,
one system connected the computer to teletypes and a television screen – an indi-
cation that a lot of tinkering and trial runs were involved.¹⁸ The governing board of
CERI, composed of a small panel of selected experts rather than country represen-
tatives,¹⁹ decided to take action because these developments were seen as a pre-
vailing trend with long-term consequences.²⁰

The decision to make educational technology a priority in CERI’s program not
only reflected national impulses but must also be seen as a response to social
changes at a time when the postwar “baby boomer” generation was enrolling in
secondary and higher education en masse; while the ideal of individual learning
was highly valued. Moreover, this decision came at a time when there were calls
for educational reform to maintain the West’s leadership position in technoscience
and the space race. Within four years, the number of pioneering projects in com-
puter education and the number of committees set up to study their outcome had
increased to the extent that by 1969 there was no OECD member country left that
was not looking for ways to make better use of computers in the classroom. Al-
though the number of pilot classes was still easy to oversee, and most citizens
of OECD member countries still knew computers only from science fiction and
the news, CERI’s governing board argued that general education would soon be in-
separable from the use of computers.²¹

Based on the anticipation that computers would become increasingly impor-
tant to the economy, resulting in the need for more technical and programming
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skills in the future, CERI began to gather information on the best use of computers
to plan their mass introduction in schools. However, the motives behind this per-
formativity of the vision of the coming computerized society must also be seen
in the context of several problems that were coming into focus. In 1969, OECD rep-
resentatives undertook a critical reassessment of the rapid technological progress
and high economic growth rates, as student and worker protests pointed to the se-
vere social tensions underlying the postwar growth paradigm, the belief in an un-
stoppable push for innovation, and the financing of (military) technologies. Solu-
tions were discussed that promised qualitative rather than quantitative
improvements in the social sphere,²² which is why the OECD gave high priority
to educational reform.

Systems Analysis to Integrate Education
and Technology
Information was collected from current test classes whereby research was future-
oriented. The first years in computer-assisted instruction were characterized by
optimistic assumptions about the potential of computers for educational reform
and the likely speed of their proliferation in schools, as well as the belief in
their smooth acceptance by teachers and students. Researchers assumed that
there were no technical and social obstacles, and they raised ample funds to devel-
op learning content. In 1968, shortly before CERI’s governing board decided to co-
ordinate the exchange of knowledge, the view was that in five to ten years, com-
puter-assisted instruction would form an instrumental role in American
education.²³ Patrick Suppes, head of the research group at Stanford and an influ-
ential figure in the development of computer education wrote that it would only
take a few years before students had access to well-informed tutoring systems
that equipped them with personalized learning. Suppes also claimed that in the
1970s, many US American children were using individualized drill-and-practice sys-
tems in elementary school. By the time they reached high school, computer-led tu-
torials would be widely available.²⁴ Such promising predictions not only helped in-
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dividuals to obtain grants, contracts, and prestige, but were also widely disseminat-
ed by the OECD.

Defuturization meant that prospective developments were taken for granted,
and that existing difficulties with the applications were seen as temporary. Com-
puter enthusiasts blanked out the “now” and instead aligned their activities
with expectations placed on the future present. Like earlier discussions of pro-
grammed instruction, computer-assisted instruction was intended to individualize
learning content while accommodating a growing number of students. The lack of
equipment and high costs for running a computer were seen as problems that
would soon be solved.²⁵ However, as seen in the previous section, new visions
and old realities overlapped. Computers were supposed to provide tutorial sup-
port, enable games, simulations, and problem-solving. In practice, however, com-
puter-assisted instruction simulated the teaching machines of the 1950s. The learn-
ing programs did not work properly or were too slow, and students were bored
with their learning tasks.²⁶

Consequently, the minutes of CERI meetings were dominated less by enthusi-
astic expressions than cautious reflections on the benefits of computers and by as-
sessments of the challenges associated with current use; an approach that reveals
the technocratic form of defuturization. The computer’s secure place in the future
classroom was considered a given, underscoring the attribution to the computer as
a defuturization machine. The orientation of policy development toward the antici-
pated computerized world of tomorrow remained consistent in the discussions or-
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ganized by CERI; what followed from the critique of computer-assisted instruction
was not a rejection of the idea of computer use as a good educational technology,
but a reinterpretation of strategies. In short, the one-dimensional flowchart of the
learning system as it was popular since the heyday of programed instruction in the
1950s (see figure 2) was modified by adding more elements to better account for
perceived social complexity.

The many experts from school boards and research institutions invited to CERI
working sessions to discuss the role of the computer in secondary and higher ed-
ucation moved away from defining the computer as a single medium able to do the
same as the teacher. They now sought a change in perspective through “systems
analysis”. The analogy of the computer as a replacement for teachers and of an
electronic brain performing faster and more accurate thinking had been prevalent
in popular culture since the postwar period. Systems analysis allowed a different
view, namely, to see the computer as an element interacting with other elements.
Computer-assisted instruction was expected to advance only in conjunction with
innovation regarding instructional methods and curricula. CERI meetings were
aimed at developing an effective implementation of new learning systems, which
necessitated moving away from the previous “gadget approach” that had allegedly

Fig. 2: Organizational chart of a learning system. The triangle represents the decision-making pro-
cess, the dashed line the transfer of information, and the line the student’s itinerary (source: OECD-
A, Reel 1972-OCDE_0469, CERI/CT/72.01)
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placed too much emphasis on hardware.²⁷ Computers were believed to provide an
evolutionary step toward better learning, with older media such as audio-visual
media, television, correspondence, and games believed to soon find their place
in computer programs. All of this was seen as a matter of progress that would
occur with the advancement of terminal systems, decreasing costs per machine,
and expanded public access. The computer was seen as part of a larger system
that had to be adjusted, with the computer assigned as the central agent of change
to foster a broad sociotechnical transformation.²⁸

Education “systems” ought to be prepared for the increasing relevance of com-
puting to accommodate the time needed for a complete change in mental atti-
tudes.²⁹ Such claims testify to techno-determinism, as computers were seen as de-
futurization machines that provided a shortcut to important social changes. Put
another way, computers were touted as a means to “update education to the
needs of modern society”.³⁰ The consensus at CERI meetings was that the success-
ful and lasting implementation of educational technologies demanded a “total”
change in education. The introduction of computers into the classroom had to re-
sult from a set of negotiations involving questions of change in media, instruction,
and infrastructure. CERI thus advocated systems analysis to reform both the pro-
cedural and the content aspects of education.³¹

Representatives of CERI and meeting participants did not deny the potential of
computers to improve learning arrangements in mathematics, languages, and sci-
ence, but they believed that the computer required a comprehensive reform
through system re-design and modification. Future goals were put into perspective
by solutionism and an over-confident assessment of existing possibilities. In 1969,
CERI secretary André Kirchberger argued that systems analysis weighed the many
possible functions of computers in testing, administration, and teaching. Secretary

 OECD-A, Reel 1970–72-OCDE_0394, CERI/CT/70.40, Educational Technology: A Systematic Ap-
proach to the Teaching/Learning Process, February 17, 1970; CERI/CT/70.41, Educational Technology:
Practices for Implementation, February 20, 1970.
 OECD-A, Reel 1969-OCDE_0442, CERI/CT/69.02, Computers in Education: Present Situation and
Development Trends, March 13, 1969; CERI/CT/70.46, Educational Technology Strategies, March 6,
1970.
 OECD-A, Reel 1970–72-OCDE_0394, CERI/CT/70.11, Seminar on Computer Sciences in Secondary
Education: The Methods, Techniques and Means of Teaching Computer Sciences in Secondary Ed-
ucation, February 17, 1970.
 OECD-A, Reel 1970–72-OCDE_0394, CERI/CT/70.40, Educational Technology: A Systematic Ap-
proach to the Teaching/Learning Process, February 17, 1970.
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and Implementation of Learning Systems (Paris: OECD, 1971).
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Kirchberger also stressed that computer-assisted instruction was not yet operation-
al, despite the considerable financial and material resources allocated to it. The
CERI governing board concluded from this that the research center would do bet-
ter to devote itself to developing policies than supporting the genesis of further
knowledge in the practical use. In 1969, nearly 800’000 Francs (about 160,000 US
Dollars at the time) were budgeted for meetings, seminars, publications, and salar-
ies for the next two years. The policy guidelines resulting from this effort were to
make a significant contribution to reform in education, especially in Europe. Ex-
perimental work was nevertheless considered a solid starting point. Belgium,
France, Japan, Britain, and the United States agreed to cooperate with CERI in
“field experiments” to establish computer-based learning systems in universities.
Another initiative was to create a network of experimental schools, with comput-
ers as their essential part, to advance strategies for reform in secondary education.
The goal was to transfer best practices from these test classes to every school.³²

Planning toward the Computerized Future

Educational experts and members of the CERI secretary agreed that a “concerted
international action” was needed to keep pace with the surge of innovation. These
experts felt that it was too premature to define strategies and make pedagogical
and technical recommendations, thereby legitimating their own further re-
search.³³ Activities in educational technology research culminated in two interna-
tional conferences in 1970. A workshop in the Dutch city of Leiden was held to
come up with strategies for promoting educational technology more broadly,
and a seminar hosted by the French authorities in Sèvres was set to discuss the
introduction of computer science in secondary education. Participants noted that
the use of computers in education was not a question of why, but of how.³⁴
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The seminar in Sèvres concluded with the view that the advent of the comput-
er had serious consequences as the growing gross national product of several
OECD member countries was already dependent on computer use. The technolo-
gy-driven changes in the economy required curriculum development, a reform
of teacher training, and more computer science in education. These three topics
became the most frequently discussed issues in the numerous protocols following
the decision to make educational technology one of CERI’s central activity.³⁵ Fol-
lowing the seminar in Sèvres, two working groups were formed to bring together
a multinational group of experts from school administrations and research insti-
tutes every three months to determine further steps. One group focused on the de-
sign of computer science syllabi; the other group evaluated implications of comput-
er use for teacher training. In parallel, the “working party on computer use in
higher education” was developing recommendations for target groups at universi-
ties. CERI planned to draw conclusions from these groups at an international work-
shop in Edinburgh in 1973, which would be organized with the aim to propose fur-
ther steps.³⁶

In 1971, the CERI governing board argued that computer science education
should not be treated separately from other study subjects. Rather, its integration
into general pedagogical concepts was to have a positive effect on all subjects and
would open up new prospects for curriculum development.³⁷ In line with the sys-
tem analytical approach, computers were seen as the solution to overcome the con-
ventional division of curricula. Therefore, the scope of recommendations was ex-
panded from mathematics, science and languages to all learning contents; and it
also included the training of teachers.³⁸ A change in education could only be ach-
ieved through overall reform,with “[p]erhaps the teacher of the future in an urban
school system […] have a support team consisting of research specialists, media
specialists, and systems analysts with the teacher’s primary responsibility to deter-
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mine what the students are to learn”,³⁹ a view that illustrates that the experts were
less concerned about practicality on the ground (and costs) than they were about
possible meaningful task assignments. Teacher training was deemed most impor-
tant for the successful implementation of new curricula. Experts gathered at CERI
agreed that ever more teachers would soon be working with computers in both
administration and teaching.⁴⁰

Although the computer promised improvements, a time lag was perceived be-
tween the introduction of technologies in the outside world and their counterpart
in teacher training.⁴¹ An initiative of CERI was therefore to join forces with other
stakeholders to develop learning materials for teachers, particularly with the In-
ternational Federation of Information Processing (IFIP).⁴² This step was motivated
by the concern about an incompatibility between the present children growing up
with audiovisual electronics and their teachers who had grown up in an environ-
ment of magazines and books. The teachers were seen as relics from the past who
needed to be convinced of the benefits of new technologies and who had to learn
more about the capabilities of the computer.⁴³ However, children did not only have
advantages. Experts argued that today’s children had prospects in a society that of-
fered them fewer opportunities for employment in routine occupations. At a CERI
seminar, participants estimated that within a decade, every university and college
student would need to have basic knowledge in programming to take on a job.⁴⁴ R.
Lewis, a lecturer in mathematics education invited to a CERI meeting, stated that
the world was moving toward the computer age, which was visible in the higher
number of computers and accelerating dependency on their use. Children should
be adequately prepared for the next social and industrial revolution in which
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human mental efforts were replaced by computer power.⁴⁵ Such futuristic claims
supported the position that all children needed a general understanding of com-
puters in the present. They also had to acquire knowledge in computer science
to dispel the “aura of mystery surrounding the so-called ‘electronic brain’”.⁴⁶
The defuturization machine was thought to prepare teachers and students for
their respective future work as well as to improve learning in the present.

Learning about computers should be linked to learning how to use them. This
rationale was behind the initiative for a program called “computer education for
all”, designed by the British National Computing Centre in 1969, which aimed at
providing introductory courses in computer science in public schools. CERI
began to follow the “education for all” scheme closely, which underscores the im-
pact of this program.⁴⁷ Speaking at a CERI meeting, representative M. Bloxham, a
teacher at Oundle School in the Midlands of England, argued that computer edu-
cation should no longer be a study subject for a small elite. “Computer education
for all” was instead to provide all pupils in secondary education with a conceptual
insight into computing, meaning an introduction to information processing, and an
overview of how computers organize and present information. The course includ-
ed history, an overview of the structure and organization of digital computers, an
introduction to the use and social impact of computers, and a presentation of the
work of computer scientists. Only the “supplementary courses” covered program-
ming, problem-solving, the construction of algorithms, and an overview of analog
computers and their difference to the digital ones.⁴⁸ According to J. Perriault, re-
searcher at the Maison des Sciences de l’Hommes in Paris, public schools were gen-
erally not yet well-equipped with computers, these topics were to be illustrated
using flowcharts. It was nevertheless believed that the computer would revolution-
ize the possibilities of conveying information only comparable to the invention of
printing, which depicts the dichotomy between digital imaginary and school real-
ity.⁴⁹ The human-controlled present was juxtaposed with the expected computer-
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ized future, and individuals had to adapt to this transformation. Defuturization
made such visions accessible.

Hype Cycle After Hype Cycle

Computers heralded visions of a technology-based society, and this normative
mindset shaped CERI’s research program. The countless experts invited to count-
less meetings did not object the view of the CERI secretariat that computers
were soon to have such an enormous impact that the entire school population
would need to be computer literate.⁵⁰ Such assumptions of a tremendous technol-
ogy-infused change legitimated the development of proposals for educational re-
form. Thus, although computer-assisted instruction had exposed old problems,
the belief in the transformative power of machines persisted. Optimistic visions
of the proliferation of computers were thereby compared to the spread of earlier
mass media, such as television and radio. Moreover, participants in CERI sessions
believed that computers would be as important in ten or twenty years as the car or
telephone was in the present,⁵¹ illustrating the strong orientation on implementa-
tion processes that had already occurred and were considered repeatable.

Despite such past/future orientations, the mass use of computers in public
schools remained a subject of speculation for several more years. Although the
early 1970s was a relevant period of transition in digital technology in terms of
minicomputers, time-sharing, terminal systems, and, not least, the spread of the
programming language BASIC,⁵² the ideas expressed and collected at CERI had
few practical consequences. Wild expectations had attracted the attention of ex-
perts from all corners of the OECD member countries, but these expectations
were soon followed by less optimistic outlooks. As stated elsewhere,⁵³ CERI’s work-
ing groups concluded in 1973 that a recommendation of widespread adoption of
computer education was not necessary. CERI discontinued its support of “curricu-
lum development and educational technology” and placed its priority instead on
learning theories, health education, creativity in school, equality, and early child-
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hood education, areas that now promised more positive change. Although CERI had
organized activities to channel information and gather knowledge on computer ed-
ucation for about six years, no synthesis on better curricula had been achieved,
nor had a policy proposal for reforming teacher education been developed. Fur-
thermore, the question of how to integrate learning with and about computers
in public schools remained open. CERI’s working groups saw the potential of com-
puters to be used more often in school in the “advanced” countries, but also as-
sumed that widespread adoption would not be achieved for another five to ten
years.⁵⁴ The goal was shifted to a time horizon that seemed to be close enough
to allow planning. However, this goal was not met due to the inflation and econom-
ic crisis following the 1973 oil shock. In addition, concern about the possible future
irrelevance of human labor focused attention more on the problematic present.⁵⁵

But the hype cycle did not stand still.⁵⁶ In the 1980s, more and more public
schools were equipped with computers. This surge occurred after a change in
the computer market due to the expansion of microchip production, which
made smaller, cheaper desktop computers a reality, and when computers became
more user-friendly with learning software available on cassette tapes or floppy
disks.⁵⁷ In this context, the OECD returned to its former mission and established
a “committee for information, computer, and communications policy” in the belief
that computers were an important growth area for the economy and a tool for
transforming society and policy.⁵⁸ Computer education was also regaining impor-
tance. Again, the portrayal of a society unprepared for the next industrial revolu-
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tion prompted calls for more computer awareness via education. In the United
Kingdom, the understanding of information technology was promoted by the
BBC’s “computer literacy project”.⁵⁹ In France, the “plan informatique pour
tous” was set up to support learning about and with computers, with a particular
focus on reforming teacher training.⁶⁰ Consequently, a 1989 CERI publication de-
picts that the major steps toward bringing computers into the classroom were
taken only after its governing board had decided sixteen years earlier to discontin-
ue activities in this area.⁶¹ CERI observed and followed rather than initiated the
new trend, suggesting that it was driven by other actors and independently of
the research center.

Concluding reflections

In the late 1960s, the vision of a computerized future became evident in expecta-
tions, which in turn prepared the ground for attempts to shape policy to support
the introduction of computers into the classroom. To analyze this catalytic effect,
this chapter has incorporated “defuturization” as an analytical concept into the
broader debate about temporalities. It has shown how speculative technological fu-
tures recruited and organized actions, resources, and attention at OECD’s CERI. An
ensemble of social actors (school administrators, teachers, researchers, industrial-
ists, the CERI governing board and secretary) shared a belief in the computer as a
“better” educational technology that would soon to be increasingly used, and they
sought to translate their belief into an anticipatory government strategy. The de-
sired future informed discourses conducted in the historical present – a mecha-
nism that created and fueled a “defuturization machine”.

By describing the influence of visions on debates and decisions, this chapter
brings to light two central themes. The first theme concerns the failure of techno-
cratic planning strategies, as expectations for the rapid mass use of computers in
schools were hardly met in social reality. Initial ideas for computer education took
shape via criticism of the method of computer-assisted instruction, and a much
broader reform of education was envisioned. However, this reform was soon aban-
doned. The OECD provided a platform for sharing knowledge about best practices
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in computer education, but this intergovernmental organization did not guide the
entry of computers into the classrooms. Rather, this process must be understood as
the result of complex logics of market demand that, for reasons beyond the scope
of this chapter, did not manifest themselves until the 1980s. The historical case
study, however, offers another theme, namely, to show that the discourse of prog-
ress tends to replicate and to transcend temporal gulfs. The anticipation of the
dawn of the computer age created a collective fiction that implied a teleological
narrative. As previously mentioned, belief in technology-induced progress and
the vision of reform through mass adoption of computers persisted, and resur-
faced with renewed hype, including attempts to pave the way to a more digitized
future. The notion that technologies would benefit society and prepare the current
generation for its future was powerful in the 1960s and remains so today.
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